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work with his dirty hands. Margaret maintained later the guests
didn't mind the turmoil, but the evening was a horror to me.
When I finally got to sleep—I'm an insomniac—I had one of my
recurrent nightmares. In this nightmare I see myself hidden in the
branches of a leafy tree, looking down on a crowd of people be-
low and feeling snug and secure when suddenly I realize that above
is a huge, cold, expressionless eye watching me. When I woke in the
morning, I was too sunk and sick to go to work.
Perhaps I could endure the emptiness and lack of love in my
home if I received any satisfaction from my work. Instead, Tin
steam-rollered by my boss and his wife. My employer admits that
my designs are 50 per cent responsible for his business success, but
he hasn't transferred any company stock to me, something he has
been promising for years. Nor will he speak up and protect me from
the noisy verbal assaults of his wife. Last spring I was asked to
make rough sketches for a new line of dinnerware. By sitting up
night and day for two weeks I was able to turn out finished drawings
and both the boss and his wife were delighted with them. Next
day, Mrs, Boss denied she had approved the drawings, and I had to
get my crew to work out another series. After six weeks of seesaw-
ing back and forth, endless misunderstandings, recriminations, and
three other series of drawings, the boss and his wife settled for
the designs they had seen in the first place. By then it was a miracle
I didn't have two ulcers. Nobody should be expected to be creative
in the kind of atmosphere where I work.
I realize I've been oversensitive since boyhood. To me mole hi?I«s
are mountains. A week ago, driving Margaret to the shopping cen-
ter, I stopped at an intersection for a red light. When we got the
amber signal a car in the rear zoomed around me like a bullet, and
I got so flustered I killed my engine. Then the light turned green.
Immediately we were in the midst of blowing horns, and traffic piled
up. A policeman came over and bawled me out. When we finally
drove on, Margaret said nothing. However, she gave me a look of
calm contempt that reduced me to the status of a worm and shriv-
eled my very soul.

